A versatile trailer for both semi-permanent living or vacation traveling. It embraces a brand new concept of interior arrangement coupled with the same light, all aluminum, all riveted lifetime construction used in all AIRSTREAMS. Heretofore incomparable in handling and towing ease, the weight distribution resulting from this new interior makes the towing characteristics even more wonderful. For the first time in Airstream history we can offer both a bathroom and twin beds in a trailer of this length. Just think of it, twice the bathroom space, twice the galley space, twin beds and still a roominess that is unbelievable until seen.

A minimum of vertical furniture gives the feeling of great spaciousness, yet there is ample wardrobe, drawer and storage space. A new interior that will make many conventional ones obsolete. One that will be appreciated by fastidious trailer travelers.

Travel Tested Over The Highways Of The World!